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2013 Summer Conference….Sold Out!
Guest rooms for the 2013 Conference were sold out before the
deadline this year. However, if you would like to attend the
entire Conference or one or more days and nights, call the
Association office. There is always a good chance of
cancellations or room adjustments which may provide for late
registrations.
The Sandestin Hilton continues to gain in popularity,
particularly during their peak season of July, and this limits our
ability to negotiate with the hotel.
It is no wonder that rooms are filled. We have arranged for a few but
obvious changes in the Conference format, which should add
enjoyment to this traditional meeting of Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, and Southern Mississippi dealers and industry friends.
It is at this mid year meeting that topics of vital interest are
presented. This year the General Session scheduled for Tuesday
morning includes:
Health Care Reform: What to Expect in 2014
Dealer-Manufacturer Survey Results: How & Why It’s Important
New Workers Comp Mod Changes
Marketing in a Changing World
A Glimpse into the Retirement Readiness of the American Workforce
Other events and activities include:
Sunday
6:30pm Reception for all and with an added dimension
Monday
7:00am Deep Sea Fishing
8:00am Golf on the Links Course
Otherwise, Monday is a free day for your choice of activies
Tuesday
8:15am General Session as outlined above
6:00pm Kids night out
6:15pm Reception followed by the Banquet with a more condensed agenda
and new/professional entertainment by “The Coconuts.”
Call your Association office at 478-272-5400. There is always a chance that there will be a room
available on the nights of your choice. The Association will do everything possible to be
accommodating so that your requests are taken care of. We hope to see you at the Sandestin Hilton
July 21-24!
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Managing Generations in the Workplace
By Gregory P. Smith, president of Chart Your Course International
Businesses today face many obstacles.
Whether it’s an uncertain economy, rising
taxes, increased regulations or the looming
changes in healthcare -- managing a business is not for the faint of heart.
The different generations represented in the
workforce today provide additional challenges and complexity for managers everywhere.
Twenty years ago, workers in their 60s
would be considering retirement. But with
better health, longer life spans, and the need
to offset financial losses from the economic
crash of 2008, many workers are staying
put. Meanwhile, younger generations are
pouring in. While managers and human resource leaders have spent decades focused
on gender or racial diversity, today’s challenge comes from the different needs, expectations and age span present and developing in the modern workplace. If not
properly managed, it will impact productivity, create conflict and result in unnecessary
employee turnover.

However businesses that address generational diversity and educate their workers
can turn the dynamic to their advantage. In
the same way that gender and racial diversity improved the modern workforce, so can
generational diversity.

1. Be flexible with communication
methods. Traditionalists and Baby
Boomers typically prefer to communicate
and plan in person. They enjoy meeting face
-to-face for strategy sessions. They don’t understand why their fellow Xers and Millennials kick back against regular meetings preferring email, chat, conference calls or their
company’s intranet. Strike a balance between the two styles and encourage managers to keep an open discussion as to how
teams share ideas and communicate.

2. Understand your audience. Study up
on the general characteristics of each group.
Most managers either are Xers or older, so
they are familiar with how to motivate and
attract their near cohorts. However, what
There are four generations working side-by- about Millenials? You might be surprised to
side today: Traditionalists (1922-1945), Ba- know that money is not their top motivator –
by Boomers (1946-1964), Generation X’ers
they (on the whole) look for jobs that are
(1965-1976) and Millennial’s (1977-1997).
flexible and meaningful. They prefer regular
How different can four generations be? Exfeedback instead of annual reviews, ongoing
perts say history, technology and social
education and mentoring programs and acnorms all contribute to how generations view cess to social media at work. Be flexible and
the world and their place in it. Generations
informed so that your business can attract
in the workplace today were shaped by such and retain top talent.
different events as World War II, the Kennedy assassination, the Civil Rights movement, 3. Respect experience. One common
complaint from Boomers and Traditionalists
a rising divorce rate and redefined family,
th
is that Xers and Millenials have it too easy,
September 11 , the War on Terror and the
are undisciplined, receive too many incendebate over gay rights. Add globalization
and the incredible and ongoing technological tives up front and expect instant success and
advances of the last 50 years, and you’ll find promotions. Counteract these impressions by
taking care of your Boomers and Traditionalample reason for gaps and clashes in how
ists when drawing new talent. Make sure
people work and communicate.

Continued on page 5
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2014 Equipment Dealers Associations’ Convention
The 2014 Joint Annual Convention of the Southern, Deep South, SouthEastern and Midwest
Equipment Dealers Associations will be held at the Ritz-Carlton on Amelia Island, Florida.
Guest rooms are available beginning Friday, January 31. The
Convention is scheduled for Monday and Tuesday, February 3
& 4, with normal check-out on Wednesday, February 5.
At the Ritz-Carlton and Amelia Island, time doesn’t stand
still, but it does slow down and soften, southern-style. Unlike
many convention destinations, here the pace of life moves
with the whispering of waves, the ebb and flow of tidal marshes and the rhythmic croaking of tree frogs. Here, time heals,
replenishes and refreshes .... a good place to be in the winter,
as historically the temperatures in February include an average high of 66° and low of 45°.
Amelia and the Ritz rest along the edge of a secluded 13 mile beach. It is one of a very few resorts that are both beachfront and have an on-property golf
course, plus features a state of the art spa and fitness center. The
island, treasured for centuries, is rich in natural beauty and historical intrigue, and is unique in many ways. Those who travel by
air to Amelia will be pleased to know that the Ritz is located only
approximately 30 minutes from the Jacksonville International
Airport – which was recently named the fifth best airport in North
America for airport service quality by the Airports Council International.
The Ritz continues to earn honors and awards. To name a few: U.S. News and World Report –
Best Florida Resort 2013; Conde Nast Traveler Gold List – World’s Best Places to Stay 2004-2013;
Travel + Leisure – 500 World’s Best Hotels in the United States 2006-2013.
The Historic District of Fernandina Beach is a 50-block area located at the north end of Amelia Island and recognized on the National Register of Historic Places. The original town, now
called Old Town Fernandina, still remains and celebrated its’ 200th anniversary in 2011. This
seaside town is only 10 minutes from the Ritz-Carlton and is
rich with famous restaurants, tours, and many other activities. Fernandina is certainly among the “do not miss opportunities” during this Joint Annual Convention.
Each year, one of the four participating Associations has
the responsibility of planning and orchestrating the Convention for equipment dealers of 16 states and friends
throughout North America. The Southern Association
(representing dealers in Alabama, Florida and Georgia) is
excited to have this opportunity for 2014 and is elated to serve as host and to feature one of
the finest hotels and settings available anywhere.
Registration information will be mailed soon. Meanwhile, for additional information, call the
Southern Association office at (478) 272-5400.
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Matt England
Jim Moore
Will Nelson, III
Jim Bowman
Larry Lindsay
Mark Easterwood
Ed Allen, Jr.
Jeff McDonald
Nanacy Garlanger
Hershell Little
Bob Rodriguez
Mark Creel
Wade Palmer
Loretta Mile
Donny Sanders
Jones Huff
John Bridges, Sr.
Hinton (Bo) James
Bill Mason, Jr.

Winder, GA
Kissimmee, FL
Blairsville, GA
Henagar, AL
Tuscumbia, AL
Rome, GA
Centre, AL
Albertville, AL
Oviedo, FL
Clanton, AL
Riverview, FL
Ft. Myers, FL
Washington, GA
Baxley, GA
Lucedale, MS
Dothan, AL
Brinson, GA
Winter Haven, FL
Blue Ridge, GA

July 4
July 11
July 20
July 24
July 25
July 28
August 4
August 4
August 6
August 10
August 12
August 18
August 21
August 21
August 21
August 24
August 27
August 29
August 29
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For a free
quote on
Business
Forms &
Supplies,
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Managing Generations in the Workplace

Continued from page 2

they are getting the rewards, promotions, accolades or simple “thank-you” they deserve.
4. Educate the masses. Consider an annual w orkshop on generational aw areness,
especially for individuals that work as a team. When employees identify those generational
characteristics they and/or their teammates possess, they are better equipped to understand each other and work effectively together.
5. Encourage positive relationships. Schedule w ork events w here all employees
can relax and bond outside of their day-to-day tasks. Employees who are friendly will be
more willing to work through their differences in a productive and cohesive way.
6. Mix and match. Urge employees to draw on the unique strength of their
coworkers. A Boomer has more hands-on experience and can mentor Xers and Millennials.
Millennials and Xers typically are more adventurous technologically and in trying new processes, making them great innovators and troubleshooters. Respect each of these
strengths as a manager; encourage staff to do the same.
7. Honor the basics. Remember that despite generational or individual differences, all employees at their core desire the same things: equal and fair treatment, appreciation for their contributions, open communication with their superiors and advancement
opportunities. If these bases are covered, the conflicts that inevitably arise in every workplace will be manageable.
What does your workforce look like?
Traditionalist

Baby Boomer

Generation X

Millennial

Style

Formal, disciplined, conforming, reserved

Semiformal, optimistic, involved

Family

Traditional

Disintegrating

Independent,
irreverent, skeptical
Latch-key kids

Eye-catching,
fun, confident,
social
Merged families

Education

A dream

A birthright

Attitude

Accepting and trusting of
authority and hierarchy

Accept the “rules” as
created by the Traditionalists

An incredible
expense
OK with authority that earns
their respect

Tactics

Print, conventional mail,
face-to-face by phone,
some online information/
interaction

Print, conventional
mail, face-to-face
dialogue, online tools
and resources

Frequency
of feedback

In digestible amounts

As needed

A way to get
there
Openly question
authority; often
branded as cynics and skeptics
Online, some
face-to-face
meetings (if
really needed),
games, technological interaction
Whenever

Online, wired,
seamlessly connected through
technology

Constant

Sources for breakout box: The 2020 Workplace by Jeanne C. Meister and Karie Willyerd, “Mixing and Managing Four
Generations of Employees” by Greg Hammill, director of Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Silberman College of Business
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What You Need To Know About Separation Agreements
By Joseph G. Schmitt & David A. James

Organizations frequently offer terminated employees separations agreements if they perceive
risk or they simply want to assist the outgoing
employee in her transition to a new job. However, to effectively release claims against the company, separation agreements must contain certain provisions. Beyond those requirements,
separation agreements may include other provisions adding value to the organization.
In order to obtain an enforceable release of
claims—that is, to ensure that the former employee cannot sue the company for an employment
dispute—a separation agreement must include
something of value for the employee, a statement of the claims released, and, for employees
40 or older, consideration and rescission periods.
First, employers must provide something of value
to the employee in exchange for his signature.
Typically, this is money, either as a lump sum
payment or salary/wage continuation for a specified period of time. There is no minimum
amount, but make sure you are offering enough
that it actually induces the employee to sign rather than speak with a lawyer. Employers can
consider something of value other than cash,
such as stock options vesting, but the benefit
must be something the employee is not otherwise owed.
Second, a separation agreement must state
the claims released. Here, it is generally a good
idea to work with a lawyer, at least for template
language. Often, the release states numerous
types of claims (e.g. breach of contract, wrongful
termination) and types of damages (e.g. back
pay, reinstatement) being waived.
It should also include a specific reference to
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act in order to waive age discrimination claims. Specific
references to state and local law is appropriate—
even mandatory in some states—as well.
Third, in order to waive federal age discrimination claims for employees 40 or older, the separation agreement must provide consideration
and rescission periods. In particular, the agreement must allow the employee 21 days to consider whether to sign it. Thus, employers cannot
demand or otherwise pressure the employee to
sign it during that 21 day period, such as threatening to take the offer off the table. Additionally,
the separation agreement must provide the em-

ployee seven days to rescind the agreement. In
other words, even after signing the agreement,
the employee must have seven days to rescind
(or void) the contract. Often, employers structure
the separation agreement to withhold payment
until this rescission period has expired to minimize the risk that the employee exercises their
rescission right.
In addition to the above requirements, the law
requires separation agreements to contain very
specific information in the context of a group termination; that is, a layoff, reduction in force, job
elimination, or any other termination decision unrelated to an employee’s individual performance
an impacting more than one person. Employers
should consult with legal counsel on the specific
requirements in the group-termination context;
for the purpose of this article, we simply want to
make employers aware of this additional obligation.
While there are other terms that should be in
a strong separation agreement, the three requirements described about are the most critical.
However, there are numerous additional provisions an employer may include as well, depending on its particular business needs. For example, the separation agreement may require the
employee to keep certain information confidential. It may prohibit the employee from disparaging the company or its products. The separation
agreement may require the employee to cooperate with the company in the future if his
knowledge may be needed; this can be particularly useful for supervisors and management.
The agreement may require the return of various
company property, such as contact lists or cell
phones. There are a few limits on additional
promises the employer may seek in a separation
agreement
Separation agreements, when drafted correctly, can ensure that both employers and employees have closure and move forward amicably and without a dispute. We encourage employers to consider using separation agreements
for difficult terminations to limit the expense and
distraction of disgruntled former employees.
Joseph Schmitt & David James are attorneys at the
law firm of Nilan Johnson Lewis PA, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
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DEALER CONSOLIDATION MARCHES
ON AS “BIGS” GET BIGGER
If you were to only look at the raw numbers, you might think that the pace of farm equipment
dealership consolidation may have slowed its relentless pace during the past year. But nothing
could be further from the fact.
Last year at this time, Ag Equipment Intelligence reported there were 16 more farm equipment
ownership groups in what we call the “Big Dealers” club than there were a year earlier, taking it to
187 dealer groups that own and operate five or more farm equipment locations.
This was up from 171 in the previous year, 2011. This year, the numbers show a decrease in the
total number of dealers operating five or more ag machinery stores—down three to 184.
Nonetheless, it’s safe to say the movement toward fewer ownership groups in the past year has
not slowed. Rather, we’re seeing a new dimension in the rationalization process where big dealers
are margining to form even larger dealership networks. Some dealers, particularly Challenger/
Caterpillar groups, have chosen to focus on construction equipment and drop their ag locations. Another trend that’s beginning to emerge is where large dealer groups are either closing or re-locating
some facilities and concentrating their machinery sales in fewer and/or more centrally located facilities.

Big Get Bigger

What’s clear about ag equipment dealership consolidation is that the big are tending to get bigger. The most recognizable and aggressive example of this is Titan Machinery. A year ago, Case
IH’s largest dealer group reported 96 total locations that included 62 ag equipment and 34 construction equipment stores. Currently, Titan owns and operates 120 total equipment locations, 78 of
which focus on farm machinery, in 11 states and Europe.
Overall, an examination of the biggest of the big shows their number of store locations are indeed
growing, though the average number of stores owned by each of the big dealers hasn’t varied significantly from one year ago.
Overall, dealership groups that own and operate 15 or more locations greatly increased the number of locations they operate during the 12 month period between April 2012 and March 2013. In
our April 2012 Big Dealer report, 16 dealer groups operated 15 stores or more. This year, that number increased to 20 dealership networks with 15 or more locations.
Last year, this group of dealers operated a total of 499 locations, with 368 of these focused on
farm machinery. This year, the 20 dealers that own 15 or more stores operate a total of 638 locations, of which 456 are primarily locations that sell ag equipment.
So while the number of dealer groups with 15 or more locations expanded from 16 to 20 during
the past year, and the total number of stores increased exponentially, the average number of stores
for each ownership group saw very little change. But comparing the numbers since 2009, the
growth of the really big dealers represents a significant trend and a reshaping of ag equipment distribution channels.

Investing in Dealer Groups

During the past year, we’ve also seen the growing involvement of investment groups buying into
farm equipment dealership networks. For example, last October in Quebec and eastern Ontario,
Equipments Laguë and JLD Group announced they would be joining forces. Together, they will become one of John Deere’s largest dealer groups in Eastern Canada with 14 total store locations.
The merger was finalized March 1, 2013, with each store retaining its brand name and logo.
The dealership quoted, “This transaction has been undertaken in partnership with the Champlain
Financial Corp. (Champlain), JLD Group’s financial partner. Champlain is a private equity firm that
has brought together several Canadian institutional and private investors, including former shareholders and key employees from both Equipments Laguë and JLD Group, as part of this alliance.
George Russell, executive partner with Currie Management Consultants and co-author of the Big
Dealer report, says “We can expect to hear more from private equity firms like BelKorp Private Equity from British Columbia and Champlain Financial Corp., especially as dealer groups continue to
grow larger.”
Source: AEI-Ag Equipment Intelligence
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NCWM Adopts New Standard for Engine Oil:
Law will require changes to engine oil invoices and container labels
The National Conference on Weights and Measures (NCWM) adopted a new standard in 2012
that regulates vehicle engine (motor) oil.* This standard will impact equipment dealers in several
states. The new standard requires invoices or receipts for engine service that includes the installation of vehicle engine (motor) oil to include the following information about the engine oil: (1) viscosity classification, (2) name or brand, and (3) engine service category of the oil being installed. Invoices or receipts must also contain a cautionary statement if the oil does not meet an active American Petroleum Institute (API) service category.
The new standard also requires the label on any engine oil container, receptacle, dispenser, or
storage tank to contain the viscosity, intended use, brand, and engine service category of the oil
contained inside. This label must include a cautionary statement if the oil does not meet an active
API service category. The responsibility for placing this label on the container will fall on the “owner”
of the container. Based on our conversations with NCWM, the “owner” of the container is the person that provides the container from which the new engine oil is dispensed. This will usually be the
manufacturer/supplier of the engine oil unless the dealer places new engine oil into its own container
after the engine is delivered to the dealership.
The NCWM partners with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) each year to
develop standards for the regulation of weights and measurements of consumer goods. These model laws and regulations are contained in the NIST Handbook 130, and states may adopt some or all
of these regulations to supplement their own statutes.
Twenty states adopt and update these standards on an annual basis. In these states, the standard will be legally enforceable effective July 1, 2013.** Another 25 states (including the District of
Columbia) have a law or regulation in force that uses the NCWM standard from a previous year.***
These states may adopt the new standard in the future.
*

The full test of the standard may be accessed on page 131 of the NIST Handbook 130 - 2013.

**

The states where this law will be enforceable on July 1, 2013 include Alaska, Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Maine, Missouri, Nevada, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
***These states include Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania and South Dakota..

In Memorium—Judy Rodriguez
Judy Rodriguez passed away on June 13, 2013. A Celebration of Life service will be held
Sunday, June 30, 2013 at 2:00 p.m. at The Regent in Riverview, Florida.
Judy is survived by her husband Bob; sister, Sharon Welsh; two sons, Jonathan and Greg; four
stepchildren, Robby, Kenny, Lynn and Melissa; and seven grandchildren.
Bob Rodriguez currently serves on SEDA’s Board of Directors. Bob and Judy have been loyal Association supporters for many years. He owns George’s Mower Service, an OPE dealership in Riverview, Florida.
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Farm Bill Fails in House
SERVING FARM, INDUSTRIAL, IRRIGATION,
OUTDOOR POWER & TURF EQUIPMENT DEALERS
Southern Equipment Dealers Association
115 Park Place * Dublin, Georgia 31021
Phone (478) 272-5400 * Fax (478) 272 -1015
Billy L. Adams, CAE
President/CEO
CHAIRMAN
JERRY TOOMEY
TOOMEY EQUIPMENT CO.
THEODORE, AL
VICE CHAIRMAN
RICKY SMITH
SMITH TRACTOR CO.
JAY, FL
2ND VICE CHAIRMAN
SCOTT DEMOTT
DEMOTT TRACTOR CO.
MOULTRIE, GA
IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN
LARRY BLACKMON
FOLEY IMPLEMENT CO.
FOLEY, AL
NAEDA DIRECTOR
MILTON NOLAND
MARTIN TRUCK & TRACTOR
ALICEVILLE, AL
DIRECTORS
RANDY ANDERSON
AIMTRAC
CORDELE, GA
LARRY COLE
COLE’S EQUIPMENT CO.
DALTON, GA
LESTER KILLEBREW
SUNSOUTH
ABBEVILLE, AL
RONNIE LOTT
TALLADEGA INT’L
TRUCK & TRACTOR, INC.
TALLADEGA, AL
KEITH MARSHALL
AG-PRO COMPANIES
THOMASVILLE, GA
DAN MIDDLETON
BALDWIN TRACTOR & EQUIP.
ROBERTSDALE, AL
WILL NELSON, III
NELSON TRACTOR CO.
BLAIRSVILLE, GA
BOB RODRIGUEZ
GEORGE’S MOWER SERVICE
RIVERVIEW, FL

(K)

(JD)

(C -IH/MF)

By a vote of 195-234 the House of Representatives have rejected
the Federal Agriculture Reform and Risk Management Act of 2013
(H.R. 1947) last week, dealing a setback to bill proponents and
leaving an uncertain path forward for passing a long-term Farm Bill.
Prior to the vote on final passage, the House debated over 100
amendments. Among the amendments adopted include one by
Rep. Bob Goodlatte (R-VA) that would strip the supply management provisions from the dairy program, an amendment to reduce
farm payment caps by Rep. Jeff Fortenberry (R-NE), and an
amendment by Rep. Steve Southerland that would allow states to
institute new work requirements for SNAP recipients.
With the surprising defeat of the bill in the House, next steps for the
legislation remain unclear. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (DNV) said Monday that he will not move a short-term extension
through the Senate. House leaders could bring the legislation back
to the floor with modifications in an attempt to pick up additional
votes. Rep. Southerland suggested this week that his amendment,
which some have said cost the bill the support of a number of
Democrats, could be dropped and the bill brought back to the floor.

(JD)

(C -IH/K)

SUNBELT EXPO FIELD DAY TO
BE HELD JULY 11
Sunbelt Agricultural Expo, Spence Field, Moultrie, GA

(C-IH)

(JD/K)

(JD)

(C-IH/K)

(JD)

This free preview of 36th Annual Sunbelt Expo is an opportunity
for farmers to see the latest seed varieties, crop protection, irrigation technology and precision ag technology in an applied research setting. Company representatives and university researchers will make presentations on their equipment and research. Registration begins at 7:15 a.m. followed by a free biscuit
breakfast with Georgia Department of Agriculture and Georgia
Farm Bureau representatives. Trams will depart for the fields
promptly at 8 a.m. Tours will last until noon. No lunch will be
served. All breakfast attendees will receive a free Expo cap and
may register for door prizes including: a Brown 472 six foot rotary cutter, farm tires and a shotgun. For more information, call
229-985-1968 or visit http://www.sunbeltexpo.com.

(K)

(JD/NH/K)

(OPE)

Be sure to visit our website!
www.seda-assn.com

